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Q1 Which one of the following best describes you?
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TOTAL 51
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30.00% 15

44.00% 22

24.00% 12

Q3 What kind of overall feedback did you get from your customers?
Answered: 50 Skipped: 1

TOTAL 50

Overall, It
was a positi...

Overall, it
was a negati...

It made no
difference
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Overall, It was a positive campaign for your patrons

Overall, it was a negative experience for your patrons

It made no difference
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Q3 COMMENTS:  What kind of overall feedback did you get from your customers? 

 

We aren't sure if it was due to the free parking or just the time of year but our clients had A LOT 
of trouble finding any parking anywhere and were confused about where they could park for free 
etc 
 
People would have paid for parking if they needed to, they were going to come downtown 
regardless. 
 
Mine is not a retail business so it really had no impact at all. Having said that, we received no 
negative comments about not being able to find a parking space in December from our clients. 
 
NO PARKING available in December thanks to the overuse by business staff. Our clients 
complained ever day about not being able to find parking. Many of our barbershop clients 
cancelled appointmens due to the frustration of not being able to park. 
 
Clients love free parking for December, but unfortunately there is not enough of it! 
 
We had a few minor complaints about finding parking 
 
Lots of people seem to take advantage of the street parking and many people can’t seem to find a 
spot. Even co-workers cant find a spot and have to park somewhere else and walk to work. 

 
Lost people to it, had frustrated people, also had people happy IF they found a spot. Also had a 
lot of negative feedback from other business owners. 
 
Lots filled early am .Customers struggled to find . 
 
it was okay.... many members who drove to the gym would have a hard time finding a spot if 
they came after 8am... 
 
VERY NEGATIVE. Question #2: they drove up and did NOT find a spot. 
 
The parking lot on Elizabeth street was full by 8.30am. Not only were customer's complaining it 
took extra 20 minutes to try find something and walk a distance but for us the business owners 
we faced the same experience. I'm curious who took all the spots by 8.30am! 
 
3 hour parking limits and no parking, with blocked off parking lots cancelled out any benefits 
 
The wording In this survey is not accurate and the multiple choice is misleading. “They drove to 
Downtown Butlington and could NOT find a parking spot. That’s how they found out about Free 
P. 
 
they couldn't find parking 
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People definitely were annoyed with how long it took to find a spot. Not everyone was prepared 
to come 15 mins earlier for their appointment 
 
Customers can never find a spot in our area during December. It’s not a result of more 
consumers parking downtown; it is the staff from surrounding businesses. Some of our clients 
show up 30 minutes late because of parking issues and look at us like it’s our fault. It seems to 
put everyone on edge. 
 
Customers indicated they could not find any parking, 
 
 (we have our own parking lot) 
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Q4 One of the Free P! December's goals was to assist in driving more
people/business to the Downtown.  Do you feel the program achieved that

goal?
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Q4 COMMENTS:  One of the Free P! December's  goals was to assist in driving 

more people/business to the Downtown.  Do you feel the program achieved that 

goal? 

For us, a hair salon, we are very busy in December despite the parking situation 
 
My clients specifically avoided downtown during December due to having issues 
with finding a parking spot. 
 
program is dated needs to be modified 
 
I'm certain people still would have come to our store even if they had to pay for 
parking. Most are in and out in 20 minutes or less anyway (not costing much for 
parking) 
 
customers could not find parking spots since many employees of local businesses 
used them. 
 
Yes, it was busier. But, with that being said, there are not enough parking lots and 
green P spots to support the core of the downtown area. 
 
more bike parking is needed. 
 
numbers were not up this year 
 
That’s a big NO! Our customers could not find any availability on parking. 
 
Not at all. People were frustrated by the parking situation, many customers called 
us and said they wanted to come in but couldn't find parking 
 
Personally hard to tell, Christmas is busy regardless 
 
Actually drove them away and left a bad taste on those who drove forever to look 
for a spot at 11am 
 
It drove people out of our core. 100000% it kept them away. Many customers 
stated they will never come back due to our parking problem and no spots 
available. Drove in circles for 45 minutes until a spot appeared due to someone 
leaving, 
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We are an optometry clinic so patients have booked appointments regardless. 
 
The spots weren't used for patrons as every spot was taken by 9am 
 
I feel the activities downtown attract people already. 
 
There was no available parking. 
 
No parking available.. business and government workers took all the spaces. 
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Q5 One of the Free P! December's goals was to generate more sales for
your business. Do you feel the program achieved that goal?
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Q5 COMMENTS:  One of the Free P! December's goals  was to generate more 

sales for your business. Do you feel the program achieved that goal? 

I lost business as a result of this campaign. 
 
program outdated needs to be modified 
 
Same answer as before. 
 
I wouldn't have expected it to do so as my business is providing legal services, not 
retail. My clients are going to come to me downtown whether their parking is free 
or not. 
 
Service provider - no sales provided. 
 
As a professional service, it wouldn't impact our business 
 
Business was slow this year 
 
Sales off this season.I still see lots full at 10am -10:30. No room for afternoon 
shoppers or lunch business. Normal months not at capacity. Still believe its the 
staff and residents using the prime spots . 
 
No sales were down 15% for December. 
 
NOT AT ALL. Terrible program. It's abused by local condo dwellers, and 
construction workers. 
 
Again, you can’t gauge your success on sales, it’s Christmas. People will find a 
way. 
 
The opposite and if it worked our employees could not get a spot at 10:30 and 
would have no one to assist them. 
 
Did not generate one extra sale. Business was down. Business was negatively 
impacted. 
 
NO APPRECIABLE DIF 
 
See above - medical clinic 
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no one could find parking past 9am. It was workers who were parking closer to 
their offices 
 
Doubtful but it’s possible! Now I wish we had asked people! 
 
Worst December ever in 8 years! 
 
 (Not applicable to us) 
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Q3 COMMENTS:   Overall, do you feel that the Free P! parking campaign helped 

your business in December? 

again, program outdated and needs to be modified 
 
Our sales grew over the year before, however it made staff parking so much more 
difficult, at times near impossible. 
 
It had no impact on my business but my general sense is that there seemed to be more 
people downtown in December, which I hope meant that Free P! did help downtown 
retail businesses. 
 
We know for a fact that it deterred clients and hurt our overall business in December. 
 
Hurt the Lunch 
 
I'm sure there is value for visiting the downtown area for the AGB 
 
Free Parking i believe is not attraction,Its Busy season they will come and they will not 
be affriad to pay. 
 
It was a terrible program, and it impacted our business sales. 
 
I didn’t have people walking in off the street who ‘discovered me by chance’ 
 
It actually hurt, does not help when the city closes the top floors of the only garage in 
Burlington and the meters are not calibrated 
 
Again question #6 asked incorrectly. Free P affected our business very much in a 
December negatively. Free P affected our overall performance for the bad, not good. 
These questions are skewed. 
 
it never has, it hurts our business every year. We are not an office, we have hundreds of 
customers a day, they need parking. This survey is sckewed, it doesn't differentiate 
parking requirement for different businesses 
 
It’s the first year, but I'm not sure this makes much difference 
 
It hinder my business. 
 
Unsure (but simply due to the nature of our business) 
1/16/2020 3:28 PM 
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Q10 Overall do you feel that the Free P! campaign was successful?
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Q10 :  Overall do you feel that the Free P! campaign was successful? 
 
again outdated - 
 
Although it was nice not paying for parking for every shift I worked, it was so 
difficult to find spots. Sometimes taking over 30-45 minutes of driving around all 
nearby lots and structures to find a spot 
 
A comment: I've spoken to several Oakville retailers who all wish they had the 
same program in December that we do. 
 
great customer service ! as long as you can curb abusers 
 
We lack the inventory in the east lot area and Free have no advantage.. Love to see 
the spend on something else marketing or beautification, holiday lighting 
strengthen the decorations etc 
 
so so - i think it sadly frustrated a few business owners that experienced patrons 
not able to get a parking spot 
 
Again, NO. 
 
Not at all. It does not make any sense to us. 
 
never has, especially if you're a customer volume business 
 
It appears to have brought more foot traffic 
 
Absolutely not! 
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Q11 

What recommendations do you have to improve 
the Free December parking program, should it 
continue in future years?  
 

I think its has done its time. Time to move on to another idea downtown.  
 
No recommendations! No it shouldn’t continue! Please 
 
starting the offer at 10am! 
 
It should not continue at all. 
 
From this experience, better to not offer Free P at all which is sad since it is 
a wonderful idea if it works. 
 
Yes, maybe open up more parking on the streets and in lots. Turn loading 
zones into parking. Trucks barely use them and park wherever is closest 
anyway. Even if it isn’t a spot. 
 
Scrap the program, use the money to finally build the second garage now 
we look to be short on spots in the new condos 
 
We don’t. Cancel it. We don’t have extra parking to give it away. 
Construction workers and residents are taking over. We have limited 
parking for staff too. How can you run a retail store or a restaurant if your 
staff have no where to park? This is a serious concern, 
 
cancel it please. It really hurts those who work downtown 
 
Cancel it completely. I heard nothing but complaints all winter and people 
circling the block to just “run in”. Very bad for business 
 
NO. Every year this survey goes out and doesn't ask the right questions 
related to "demand use" from the businesses, ie- are you an office? How 
many staff do you have at any given time? What is your customer count? 
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Abandon the program. It was the worst it's ever been down here. The street 
lots were all full by 845 in the morning. It just isn't working 
 
I think it should continue, maybe more awareness of the short cuts for 
people who'll need to park a bit further from their destination? Maybe fun 
fast motion video of someone walking from the lot near No Frills down to 
the Village Square using the back streets? 
 
No, Perhaps offering 2 hours free for customers. 
 
Display and identify business/government employees cars 
 
YES! It needs to continue. Paid parking is difficult for business owners as it 
is unlike malls. Driving business downtown is important to businesses. 
 
For some reason this year was awful. If based on this year alone, Free P 
shouldn't continue... More construction is bound to happen in the future and 
more of their workers will take advantage of the program which defeats the 
purpose entirely for patrons of the actual downtown. 
 

December 2020- Just make it free on street and paid in the lots/garage.  
Simple to sell to the public and the most effective solution for the business 
community. 
 


